
HOW TO INCREASE 
MOBILE REGISTRATION 
CONVERSIONS &  
IMPROVE ACCOUNT 
SECURITY
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THE MOBILE CONNECTION

A 2015 Pew Research study revealed that “Smartphones serve as an access point for navigating a wide array of important life events.” The study reported that 62% of 

smartphone owners have used their phone to get information about a health condition in the past year, 57% to do online banking, 44% to look up real estate listings or 

information about a place to live and 43% to get information about a job. Health, wealth, home and work. That’s a pretty essential list. But, you already knew that your users 

had gone mobile. This technological evolution from desktop to mobile has driven needed improvements in the account registration process for mobile browsers and apps. 

Squeezing the desktop version into a small screen is simply not good enough. Your users expect design and functionality to be tailored to the mobile experience. 

In addition to user experience, security processes must also adapt to protect a user base that spends most of their time in the cloud. Protecting your business from fraud 

and shielding users from account compromise is paramount to ensuring they have a great experience and continue to be loyal users. Bygone verification such as email, 

challenge questions, and CAPTCHA are not secure and tell you little to nothing about the person behind the registration. The registration process must change to  

both increase security and accommodate a user base that views life on a small screen. 

 

This eGuide will show you how to update your mobile and app registration process to get users in faster while maintaining or improving your current security 
protocol with phone verification to establish identity assurance.

MOBILE USE



IDENTITY ASSURANCE & 
PHONE VERIFICATION 

Phone verification gives businesses the ability to establish a unique identity 

for each end-user account. Collecting a valid mobile phone number at 

account registration enables you to protect your user ecosystem from fraud—

confirming the account registrant is not from a bot or spammer registering for 

thousands of fake accounts. Phone verification also helps protect your users’ 

accounts from future compromise with two-factor authentication.

Our mobile phone number is the only truly unique and readily verifiable 

form of identity that any of us have. 

*Data from “The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business,”
   conducted by Ponemon Institute and sponsored by TeleSign.

75% of businesses surveyed* agree 
the effective use of users’ mobile 
identities to ensure a verified user 
is essential to their organization’s 
competitive positioning.



SECURELY & SEAMLESSLY 
REGISTER NEW USERS
The secret to optimizing conversions is to not be a time-waster. 64% of survey respondents* said their organization will choose smooth and easy registrations over 

security. But it doesn’t have to be a compromise. Simplifying the registration process down to phone verification does three things:

It’s a simple way for users to 

get onboard quickly. Fewer 

roadblocks, less abandonment.

It allows you to verify all new 

registrations and associate a unique 

and valid identity with each account.

It enables you to identify fraud 

by analyzing the risk level of the 

phone number.

The strategy is to get users to sign up quickly, then allow them to customize their account with extra information later—when they have more time.

321

*Data from “The Fraud Report: How Fake Users Are Impacting Business,”
   conducted by Ponemon Institute and sponsored by TeleSign.



HOW IT’S DONE:  
A BEST PRACTICE GUIDE

The following tutorial outlines how phone verification facilitates the 

journey from sign-up to welcome screen. This process will help increase 

the value of your user base by using phone numbers to help ensure 

only valid users are able to register.
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COLLECT A VALID 
PHONE NUMBER

When a user first creates an account, a simplified registration process means that 

all they are asked to do, at this initial stage, is enter their mobile phone number. 



EXPLAIN 
WHY

We all like to know why we have to do something and it makes us feel better to 

know there is a good reason. Should the user click on a “further information” 

option, you should clearly explain that their number is required in order to verify 

their identity and securely complete their registration. You could also include a 

link here to a privacy statement that describes more fully that SMS messages or 

voice calls may be directed to the number for verifications. 

 It makes us feel better to 
know there is a good reason.

We need your  
mobile number to  

verify your account 
View Privacy Statement



GATHER PHONE  
NUMBER INTELLIGENCE

Once you have a user’s phone number, you can review data about the number to 

access the risk level of issuing an account.* Based on the phone data or the risk 

score returned, the registration may either be blocked, flagged or allowed. If the 

risk score is too high, you can ask the user to provide a different phone number 

or flag the account for manual review.

*Specific to TeleSign Score.
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VERIFY THE  
PHONE NUMBER

You can send an SMS or voice call with a verification code to the user’s phone.  

Here are some best practice tips to consider implementing during this step:

(As pictured in the illustration to the right, SDKs are also a available that enable 

developers to easily embed frictionless phone number auto verification on iOS 

and Android using SMS and voice capabilities*.)

VOICESMS

• You will want to offer a voice call as a backup option for receiving the verification 
code, in addition to SMS. 

• It is common practice to default to SMS, but if you do this, make sure you know 
when a phone number can’t receive SMS. 

• Be sure to include your company name, as well as the 4-6 digit code, in the SMS 
or voice recording. 

• Offer as many languages as your users speak, in both SMS and voice. 

• Providing the code in your user’s native language not only provides a better 
user experience but also improves completion rates.

*Specific to TeleSign’s App Verify SDKs.



CONFIRM & ACTIVATE  
THE ACCOUNT

If verification is done through SMS or voice call, the user is asked to enter the 

code that they received into the registration screen on their mobile device. If the 

passcode entered by the user matches the one sent to the phone number they 

provided, the user is verified.  

 

If done through a verification SDK ,* the end user simply waits for auto verification 

via frictionless voice signaling, auto consumption of the SMS, or (for iOS) is asked 

to simply click on an interactive SMS applink. 

I can’t see why anyone would not want to 
use TeleSign APIs for customer verifications 
to reduce fraud and user friction.

EIBHLIS STUCKEY, FOUNDING DIRECTOR
MOBILEDIGITAL

*Specific to TeleSign’s App Verify SDKs.



COMPLETE ACCOUNT 
CREATION

The user can then complete their account by entering their first and last name 

and then, mission accomplished! The user is in quick and painlessly and there is a 

verified unique identity associated with the account. Many online and mobile apps 

streamline the registration process and then collect additional information on the 

account over time, when it is most convenient for the user.



RECOMMENDED PHONE 
VERIFICATION WORKFLOW
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CONTINUOUS PROTECTION
Fraud Prevention & Account Security Throughout the User Journey

Not only does phone verification protect your business and user base from fraud at account creation, it can also provide all kinds of downstream benefits, including  

two-factor authentication, new device registration, and alerts or account notifications. The user’s mobile phone is now an intelligent, connected device that can be used 

to confirm their identity for the lifetime of their account.

For password resets, new or suspicious device log ins and transaction verifications, a verified phone number provides an ideal way to authenticate users and protect 

their accounts. Two-factor authentication can be implemented via one-time PIN codes and notifications sent to the verified phone number.
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PHONE VERIFICATION —
A BETTER WAY

Here’s a checklist of some of the features TeleSign has in place in place to fully establish identity assurance through phone verification.

Speak with an expert at TeleSign to discuss any of the features listed here.

In order to keep up with mobile users, you need to cut down the steps and simply ask for your user’s mobile number to establish identity assurance through phone 

verification. At TeleSign, our team of security and authentication experts help businesses implement a mobile registration process that delivers a great user experience 

and the right levels of account verification and protection. Our products give you the ability to quickly connect a unique identity to every account. This preserves your user 

ecosystem by detecting a suspicious user before account creation.

Expertise and Best Practices Support Services Market Leadership

Global connections and route failovers

Phone number cleansing 

Phone number intelligence and risk scoring

Message encoding for all languages & dialects 

Phone data: type, carrier information & subscriber status 

Security expertise

Designated account manager 

24x7 technical support 

Reporting and dashboards 

UI/UX best practices

Global compliance expertise

2015 Leader in Gartner “Magic Quadrant for User Authentication” 

Customers include 20 of the top 25 global Web properties 

Named Deloitte Technology Fast 500 5 Years in a Row

QUICK & SIMPLE LOW FRICTION ENHANCED SECURITY VALID PHONE NUMBER ASSOCIATED WITH EVERY ACCOUNT

WHY USE TELESIGN? 



www.telesign.com

To learn more about the products that support the phone verification 
process described in this eGuide, contact TeleSign today. 

@TeleSign

linkedin.com/company/telesign

TeleSign is a communications platform as a service (CPaaS) company, founded on security. Since 2005, TeleSign has been a trusted partner to the world’s 
leading websites and mobile applications, helping secure billions of end-user accounts. Today, TeleSign’s data-driven, cloud communications platform is 

changing the way businesses engage with customers and prevent fraud.
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